AGENDA

1. Announcements:
   a. Sept. minutes in Box
   b. RTAG membership vacancy filled by Sushmita Roy, WID and Dept. of Biostatistics and Medical Informatics
   c. RTAG RSP member Mark Sweet replaced by Mike Geier
   d. RTAG Vice Chair vacancy filled by Andrew Arnold, SSCC
   e. Summer 2019 Storage working group draft of report was delivered 10/29 and members of working group are currently reading/providing feedback + corrections.

2. OVCREE Amy Wendt, AVC Physical Sciences (in person) + Steve Ackerman Interim VCRGE (phone)
   Brainstorming on what is needed for GPU computation on campus
   Coming next: cloud computing solutions

3. CIO Lois Brooks
   Vision/Plans/RTAG Input for CIO office vis à vis campus research IT needs